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Abstract—Archiving video conferences is an important feature
that allows storing conferences for later playback or for any other
possible usage. This part of videoconferencing has never been
an active area for most conferencing solutions. Many aspects of
archiving conferencing solutions, including application sharing
as well as document sharing among the participants, are not
properly considered. In this paper we discuss IBM Streaming
Engine based archiving solution. This recording and archiving
facility leverages IBM Sametime collaborative conferencing solu-
tion. Apart from the discussion on the archiving facilities, a brief
description of IBM Streaming Engine as well as its features is
presented.

Index Terms—Collaborative Computing, Video Conferencing,
Video Archiving, Video Streaming

I. I NTRODUCTION

COMPUTING activities, including program sharing, doc-
ument sharing and 24x7 data analysis operations, have

become a central feature of modern engineering and research
efforts. Engaging in informal interactions and sharing docu-
ments and data has proved to be an important part of effective
collaboration. There is a need for collaborative tools that
support connecting people so that they feel like they are
working together on a daily, hourly, or even continuous basis.
Messaging systems and presence awareness mechanisms can
help make collaborations successful as they provide basic
connectivity in a shared context that allows collaboratorsto
hold spontaneous meetings.

IBM Lotus Sametime[1] is a middleware platform that
enables unified communications and collaboration for enter-
prises. Lotus Sametime provides presence information, enter-
prise instant messaging, web conferencing, community collab-
oration, and telephony capabilities and integration. Sametime
offers integration with Microsoft products such as Microsoft
Office[2] and Microsoft Outlook[3]. Lotus Real-Time Col-
laboration Gateway allows exchange of messages between
Sametime and other Instant Messaging applications such as
Yahoo Messenger[4], AOL Instant Messenger[5] and Google
Talk[6]. Sametime also provide a suite of tools and API’s
that enable the development of new applications as well as
integration of Sametime features with other applications.

Lotus Sametime 8.5 is the latest member of the Lotus
Sametime family. It introduces new features such as online
meetings as well as enhanced telephony capabilities. Using

the Sametime Meetings Participants can collaborate and in-
teract remotely. With access available both from web based
client and rich client, it can deliver more effective online
meetings. One of the important features within Meetings is
the Recording, where the participants can record the meetings
for later playback. Lotus Sametime Meetings 8.5 leverages
the capabilities of IBM Streaming Engine[8] for its recording
functionality. Streaming Engine is a modular application which
is capable of handling streaming functions.

This paper is organised as follows: Chapter 2 mentions
about Streaming Engine and its high level architecture. In
Chapter 3 a brief discussion on Lotus Sametime Meetings
feature is presented. Meeting Recordings feature is mentioned
in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, a partner project, Agora[19] is dis-
cussed. This paper is concluded with Chapter 6, Conclusions
and Future Directions.

II. IBM S TREAMING ENGINE

In recent years multimedia has become pervasive on per-
sonal computers. The most popular multimedia application,
that almost all computer users are familiar with, is the so-
calledplayer. The best-known players includeFlash Player[9],
Windows Media Player[10], andQuickTime Player[11]. These
players are typically capable of playing local multimedia files,
but they are also able to connect over the network to a
server in order to receive a streamed multimedia presentation.
Apart from Video-On-Demand (VOD), i.e. serving stored files,
these multimedia servers often can also capture a live source
such as from a camera and stream this to connected players.
Multimedia servers can be cascaded to realize scalability with
respect to the number of users that can be connected to a live
multimedia presentation.

These and other conceivable multimedia applications are
typically dedicated programs that may share some of the un-
derlying software. For example, a server that can be cascaded
could use the same software for network input as a player. This
modularity of the software has great advantages with respect
to manageability of maintenance of the software.

IBM Streaming Engine[8] is a multimedia streaming server
able to stream audio, video, images and text. It can serve
both live and stored content. The streaming protocols are
standards-based, such as the IETF[12] RTSP[13] protocol,
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Fig. 1. General structure of a streaming application.
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Fig. 2. A general streaming application with further specification of the
inputs and outputs.

and the streamed content itself also adheres to standards
such as MPEG-4 video and MP3 audio. In stored ap-
plications the server streams the content from a standard
QuickTime/MPEG-4 file that does not require so-calledhint
tracks.

The basic architecture of Streaming Engine is simple and
it is similar to a typical streaming application. A streaming
application, be it live capture, VOD serving, playback, or
other, can all have the same general structure, as shown in
Figure 1. A player that is playing back from a local file
has a local file reader as input, decoders as the processing
units, and a renderer as output. Likewise, an IP camera has a
captured signal for input, encoding for processing, while the
output is a network output that for example uses the IETF
protocols RTP/SDP/RTSP (see [15], [14] and [13]). Since
this generalization can be fitted onto any existing multimedia
streaming application, Streaming Engine adapts to this basic
architecture.

Within the input module of Streaming Engine, three types of
input are specified: Capture, Local File Reading and Network
Input. Likewise, the output module also is subdivided into
three types: Rendering, File Writing and Network Output. This
is shown in Figure 2.

The connection between inputs and outputs is typically
run via one or more processing elements. The most common
are encoders and decoders where, for example, decoders are
usually needed to connect a network input to a rendering
output. Examples of other processing elements are: video
down-sampling, speech-to-text conversion or face recognition.

By defining a certain data format between inputs, processing
and outputs, it is possible to create new and/or custom inputs,
processing elements and outputs. This makes Streaming En-
gine architecture extensible and configurable.

III. L OTUS SAMETIME MEETINGS

Meetings is a new feature introduced with the Lotus Same-
time 8.5 release. This feature has been introduced to improve
the collaboration among the participants. A screenshot of

Fig. 3. Lotus Sametime Meeting workspace. A document is shared among
the participants.

Lotus Sametime 8.5 Meetings is shown in Figure 3. This
feature essentially helps the users participate in meetings and
collaborate. It is based on creation of virtual rooms, called
meeting rooms, where the participants can collaboratively
share documents, applications and discuss using the messaging
system and audio. As depicted in Figure 3, the Meetings
workspace has been divided into several sections for present-
ing and sharing meeting artifacts. Apart from uploading and
sharing documents and applications, there are more advanced
features available, like defining and sending polls, sharing
URL’s, saving or sending emails containing automatically
generated transcripts from theDiscussions and Minutesarea.
Annotations tools like highlighter (color configurable) and
laser pointer are available to annotate and highlight the pre-
senting documents. The Sametime Meetings is available for
multiple OS platforms like Windows, Linux and Mac as it has
been developed in Java.

IV. M EETING RECORDINGS

The architectural specification of the recording functionality
is presented in Figure 4. This feature leverages with Streaming
Engine as well as with other Sametime Meeting components.
Input entry into this component is Sametime Meetings 8.5
Rich Client. As specified in Chapter 2, Streaming Engine
architecture consists of three components namelyInput, Pro-
cessing Unitand Output. These components are developed
in C/C++ and provide an encapsulated JNI layer, through
which a Java application can interact with Streaming Engine.
Interaction between Sametime Meeting 8.5 components and
Streaming Engine is shown if Figure 4. The Projector compo-
nent of the Meetings module is responsible for rendering the
shared application and document in the client window. The
Notification Controller keeps track of the changes relate to
the state of the data that captures. For example, if sound data
is detected as a result of performing voice conversation, the
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Fig. 4. Higher Level depiction of Meeting Recordings architecture.

Fig. 5. Url sharing among the meeting participants.

Notification Controller trigger events that needs to be handled
further by the Recording Controller.

The GIPS Engine [7] is a platform-specific binary for the
control and rendering of audio/video data on client worksta-
tions. GIPS is responsible for interfacing with hardware and
providing an abstract API for managing media streams.

The recorded Meetings movie shows documents and ap-
plications shared by the participants during the meeting and
includes the sound generated on clients’ computers by micro-
phones. The recording is in MPEG-4 format and consists of
two tracks: one for the image and the other for the sound.
The role of the Streaming Engine is to encode the streams of
bytes corresponding to application/document share imagesas
well as audio, and also to synchronize these tracks by using
an unique time reference.

IBM Lotus Sametime [1] allows multiple remote parties to
share documents and applications while conferencing using
audio and video (Figures 5, 6 and 7). The Streaming Engine
has been integrated into the Sametime product to record such
meetings. The inputs to the Streaming Engine comprise of the
audio and video streams plus screen captures of the shared
applications or documents. The audio and video are recorded

Fig. 6. Highlighter option to highlight the presentation.

Fig. 7. Recording of a meeting. A message box to indicate the location of
the saved movie file.

as is in their respective encoding formats (currently H.264
video and G.711 audio). The application/document window
is input into the Streaming Engine in uncompressed format,
where it is encoded using an H.264 video encoder. The
application/document images may include mouse cursor and
other dynamically visual items requiring a capture frequency
in the order of a few frames per second. Therefore, using a
video encoder like H.264 greatly reduces the file size over
using image encoders like JPEG, while maintaining a good
visual quality. The resulting recording is in the ISO Base
File Format [16], which, depending on the content, is also
known as QuickTimemov file, MPEG-4 file or Flashf4v
file. The current Sametime collaboration meeting recordings
can be played back by various standard players such as the
QuickTime player[17] and the VLC media player[18].

Figures 8 and 9 show the comparison between video en-
coders H.264 and Motion JPEG when used for recording. The
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Fig. 8. Recording of a document share with annotations. Two video
encoders—H.264 AVC and Motion JPEG—have been tested. As canbe seen
from the graph, H.264 produces smaller files.

Fig. 9. Recording of Application and Document share. H.264 proved better
performance.

experiments have been performed on IBM IntelliStation Z Pro
workstation with 3.0 GHz Dual-Core Intel Xeon Processor
running on Redhat Enterprise Linux 5.2. The first experiment
is performed on document share with arbitrary annotations.
The second experiment is a recording of simultaneous appli-
cation and document share.

V. AGORA INTEGRATION

Developed by the IBM Watson Research Center, Agora [19]
is a collaborative media service whose prime goal is to draw
upon the vast collective power of the crowd and skill sets found
within the community, tosurfaceideas and informationburied
in meetings and expose this new dimension to viewers along

the timeline. The web-based system enables users to upload
meeting video or audio, automatically create transcriptions and
attach metadata such as tags and comments along the timeline
identifying and elaborating points and segments of interest.
The video file becomes thus searchable, in the sense that a user
can directly go to the clip of interest in the movie (based on
annotations) rather than being forced to watch the entire movie
in order to be able to extract the information he is interested
in. The reuse of segments of the movie is also possible. The
advantages that we envision from the use of Agora system
within Meetings are: the possibility of persisting the recording
in a centralized repository making it easy for later sharingwith
other users, addingknowledgeto the movie (by the mean of
various metadata), making the movie files searchable based
on annotations and, not less important, allowing automatically
transcription of the sound included in the video recording file
in text format. These will make the recording of meetings more
powerful in the context of collaboration.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper Collaborative Meetings experience using IBM
Lotus Sametime as well as its recording capabilities is dis-
cussed. Sametime allows multiple remote parties to share doc-
uments and applications while conferencing using audio and
video. IBM Streaming Engine is the backbone for providing
the recording functionality to the Lotus Sametime. Streaming
Engine supports multiple video encoders. Selecting an optimal
encoder increases the recording performance. This paper also
analyses the performance figures when choosing the video
encoders. The recorded movie file is generally in MPEG-4
format, which can be playable using Apple Quicktime Player.

The future directions include the integration of the Lo-
tus Sametime environment with Agora[19] which provides
search and collaboration around recorded meeting artifacts.
A Streaming Engine based custom media player should also
be considered, which would allow avoiding dependency on
other players. The other enhancement that can be developed
is a Streaming Engine based File Server, where the recorded
meetings files can be posted.
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